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Mini vet guide ebook
published in guest blogger @ 7 April 2016 - by judy gillespie interview dr gerardo poli, author, director animal emergency services recently came across 'the minivet guide to companion animal medicine' and was interested in seeing that it was written by an Australian veterinarian, dr gerardo poli. seemed
such an impressive idea that I sent via e-mail to gerardo and asked if he wanted to share what the guide is all about and how it came into existence....1 what is your background? I graduated from Queensland University in 2008. I started in a general practice animal companion occupied then made the
transition to the emergency field and critical care. I am a director of a large emergency hospital in brisbane called the animal emergency service. I have a strong interest in triage, stabilization and management of seriously ill patients, small animal ultrasounds and radiology and emergency surgery. 2 tell us
what the minivet guide means is a pocket fast reference booklet aimed at making the life of veterinarians and veterinarians easier.3 What made you write the guide? As a veterinary student who has spent the last years of university, I just thought there was too much we had to know. it became difficult to
bring all the necessary resources and even then I would have oato only a small section on multiple textbooks. what I wanted was a simple reference source easily portable. I started slowly putting together the informationI wanted to have at hand. It was here that everything started.4 to whom is it
addressed? The minivet guide is aimed at veterinary students in their last years of veterinary school and for the newly graduated veterinarian making the transition in veterinary clinic practice. is also popular with experienced veterinarians who want a simple quick reference guide.5 I noticed that this is the
third edition – when you originally published it & what was added along the way? The minivet guide was first published in 2012 and has been optimized and updated to keep updated the current medical trends and also in response to the feedback of veterinarians and veterinary students.6 How do you
think it can help? Veterinarians and veterinary students found it an incredibly useful resource. when you are running between the consultations you don’t have time to consult a great textbook, you need simple answers and quickly fertilized, this is where the minivet guide comes to play. It is a great student
study partner as it provides enough information to get them through their practical placements and theory examinations. the book contains "adjusted problem" flow cards that help to direct down a diagnostic path and individual chapters provide more information about common differentials. does not claim
or seek to replace textbooks and reference sites, but contains enough information to get you out of a tight spot and head down on the right path when you run a patient.7 ison a hard cover or just online? is it a small soft cover booklet that can be purchased online through www.minivetguide.com8 website,
are there any other books on the horizon? there are plans for a minivet guide for unusual animals, but it is a little away. If you want to see the minivet guide for companion animal medicine for you, you can click here to visit the site and also download a preview. the list of the flow trolleys, 'unduular tables'
and chapters is very impressive! if you have questions about the minivet guide why not ask gerardo in the comments section below? About Gerardo Dr. Gerardo poli is an emergency veterinarian and critical assistance and corporate director at emergency services for animals. has a strong focus in triage,
stabilization and management of seriously ill patients, small animal ultrasounds and radiology and emergency surgery. is the author of the minivet guide for companion animal medicine; a quick reference pocket guide designed to help veterinarian students through their latest years of veterinary school and
also for newly graduated veterinarian making transition in veterinary clinical practice. to learn more about the minivet guide to animal medicine companion by visiting the site: www.minivetguide.com or visit facebook page: www.facebook.com/DrGerardoPoli you can also find out more about the animal
emergency service in brisbane here: www.animamergencyservice.com.au currently there are no comments. all comments will be submitted tofor approval. "There's something wrong""I'm sorry," he said. "I'm sorry, but I'm sorry, but I'm sorry. ♪ mini vet guide book. mini vet guide for sale
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